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Key Takeaways and Recommendations

States are favorably positioned to lead value-based initiatives to lower health care costs, with many implementing comprehensive agendas for care and payment transformation.

States face multiple challenges in designing and implementing payment reforms, including short-term budget pressures, differing capacities and resources to bring together stakeholders and to construct and support new models, varying local market conditions, and diverse population health needs.

A review of leading state efforts suggests a path for overcoming challenges and achieving the critical mass of reform needed for rapid progress through action by state leaders and policymakers in the following areas:

- Create shared momentum for change by identifying clear priorities and opportunities for reducing costs and improving health, and bringing together resources for action;

- Advance key data sharing and analytics support that can guide care improvement efforts, improve benchmarking and performance measurement, and enable public reporting and further payment reform efforts;

- Develop implementation and alignment strategies for payment reform to reflect key goals, minimize burden on providers, and maximize impact; and

- Pursue supporting policies to encourage market competition, enable a diverse workforce, and generate the evidence needed for collective learning and faster progress.
Landscape Analysis: Progress and Momentum

Rising health care expenditures and program enrollment are increasingly straining state budgets. States now spend about 20% on average of their general funds on Medicaid with expenditures rising by 4.8% between fiscal years 2018 and 2019. They further spend on average another 2% of their general funds to cover state employees and retirees, a share that will likely continue to rise as the average family premium for employer-sponsored health insurance tops $20,000 per year. Multiple trends drive these cost increases, including a pipeline of expensive but potentially valuable new specialty drugs and curative treatments; rising prices; increasing rates of chronic conditions and disabilities; and a growing burden of opioid and substance abuse. Controlling costs is increasingly critical for states, not only to ensure sustainable health care programs, but to enable funding of other priorities important for long-term health and well-being, such as education and infrastructure spending.

States have multiple capabilities that make them well-suited to drive major changes in health care. They operate large health care programs where they have wide latitude to implement innovative ideas. They also can legislate, regulate, and convene to encourage change across their entire health care system. As partisan debates on the future of entitlement and coverage programs continue at the federal level, much of the action to implement major reforms will take place in states.

Reflecting these factors, states are increasingly implementing value-based payment reforms that aim to lower costs and improve outcomes. These reforms provide significant opportunity to ensure states are using limited resources effectively to encourage steps like chronic condition management, care coordination, behavioral health integration, and addressing social risk factors. Many of these state payment and delivery reforms are in the early stages, but some states have taken aggressive steps to launch new initiatives. For example, North Carolina is undertaking a range of public and private initiatives that have placed the state on track to shift over 70% of health care payments to alternative payment models (APMs) within five years, efforts that will allow the state to move faster than any other. The Medicaid program will transition from a primarily state-administered fee-for-service (FFS) system to one administered largely by private managed care organizations (MCOs) that pay providers through a value-based payment paradigm. Specific efforts will promote advanced patient-centered medical homes (PCMHs) and accountable care organizations (ACOs) across the state’s diverse urban, suburban, and rural populations. Another effort, Healthy Opportunities Pilots, will test the impact on program costs and health outcomes of allowing Medicaid to pay for evidence-based, non-medical services, supported by a public-private network to identify and connect individuals to community resources. In the commercial market, Blue Cross Blue Shield of North Carolina (the state’s largest insurer) launched Blue Premier, a value-based payment model in which most large health systems in the state are now participating. Blue Premier includes contracts resembling those for ACOs and requires organizations to take on significant downside financial risk by year three. These changes are reinforced by similar efforts in other commercial plans, Medicare Advantage, and Medicare.
Landscape Of State Value-Based Initiatives

North Carolina is not alone in pursuing substantial initiatives to reform payment and delivery. Other major examples of state value-based initiatives include the following:

**Ohio** and **Tennessee** have implemented payment models across Medicaid and private payers that use bundled payments for specific acute health care episodes.\(^{11}\)

Multiple states have launched multi-payer PCMHs. In **Arkansas**, for example, the PCMH provides advanced primary care for its Medicaid, state, and commercial populations.\(^{12}\)

**Colorado** has established a multi-payer primary care collaborative that supports practice and payment transformation statewide with additional compensation and support for primary care practices.\(^{13-15}\) The first stage of the collaborative lowered emergency department (ED) visits and hospital admissions.\(^{14}\)

Maryland’s All-Payer Model establishes global budgets that provide many hospitals in the state with a fixed amount of revenue for the year, limiting cost growth and encouraging hospitals to reduce unnecessary admissions and lower wasteful care. The state plans to extend the model to include accountability for outpatient care and total cost of care.\(^{16}\)

**Washington State’s** Accountable Communities of Health program and **Oregon’s** Coordinated Care Organizations both pursue a regional approach designed to foster local collaboration and focus on population health outcomes. These programs encourage primary and specialty care integration and collaboration with local social service organizations to improve preventive care and account for a wider variety of patient needs.\(^{17,18}\)

**Massachusetts** employs a semi-regulatory body, the Health Policy Commission, to promote effective statewide reform efforts (with a focus on data analytics), monitor health care spending growth, and make recommendations to improve care and lower costs.\(^{19}\)

**California’s** Whole Person Care Pilots empower cities and counties to implement targeted initiatives to address social risk factors, and the California Public Employees Retirement System (CalPERS) is a leader among state employee health plans in developing value-based initiatives.\(^{5,20}\)

Fourteen states—**Colorado, Connecticut, Iowa, Louisiana, Maine, Massachusetts, Minnesota, Montana, Nebraska, New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, and Vermont**—currently operate ACOs in Medicaid. Early results from some Medicaid ACOs include cost savings, lower ED utilization, and fewer hospital admissions.\(^{21}\)

This roadmap summarizes a focused landscape review of state actions in value-based care, spanning state efforts to reform both public and private programs. We identify steps state leaders can undertake, in collaboration with stakeholders and the federal government, to advance state value-based payment reforms that improve outcomes and reduce costs in Medicaid and system-wide. The recommended steps span four key areas, summarized in the box below, with this full roadmap describing these areas in greater depth.
Box 1: Recommendations for State Leadership to Accelerate Value-Based Payment and Care Reform

- **Leadership and Governance**: Identify state priorities for affordability and health, bring stakeholders together, and leverage necessary resources.

- **Data and Analytics**: Ensure data sharing of key information needed for value-based care to succeed and build analytics capacity to support performance improvements.

- **Payment Reform Implementation and Alignment**: In collaboration with stakeholders, identify feasible payment model components and adopt alignment strategies around quality measurement and statewide payment reform efforts to reduce administrative burdens on providers and accelerate progress toward key goals.

- **Supporting Policies**: Enact and implement supporting policies to encourage healthy market competition, enable an adequate and diverse workforce, and generate evidence needed for collective learning and faster progress.

📍 **Leadership and Governance: Building the Case for Change, Setting Priorities, and Marshalling Necessary Resources**

Implementing major payment reforms requires sustained systemic change under political constraints that often demand fast results. A necessary first step for state leaders is to make a compelling case that resonates with the public and key health care stakeholders, highlighting how these reforms can address key needs in the state. Messages can range from improving maternity care to reducing high health care costs and should articulate a clear and shared agreement of the “why” for payment reform. This outward communications strategy is often coupled with broad engagement of health care stakeholders—including patients, hospitals, clinicians, payers, employers, and others—where state leaders identify key problems they should tackle and decide how to prioritize which reform(s) to implement, as well as how to design, implement, and evaluate payment models.

Connecting public concerns to clear opportunities for value-based reforms can create shared commitment to subsequent reforms. Many elected officials are concerned about rising public and private health care costs without concurrent improvements in population health and health outcomes. These cost concerns come as new technology and new therapies present promising but expensive opportunities (e.g., medications to treat hepatitis C). Successful leaders have identified the high-level goals, communicated them broadly, built coalitions to support them, and designed value-based payment initiatives accordingly.
These initiatives typically start with a focused set of opportunity areas to reduce total cost of care, improve care quality, and improve overall health (see Table 1 for examples). States select opportunity areas based on evidence from local initiatives and stakeholder priorities that account for geographic and socioeconomic disparities. Discussions naturally begin with a focus on reform needs that resonate among stakeholders, which typically include making care more affordable, expanding coverage, and improving value. Initiatives also can address national priority areas like the opioid crisis, managing high-impact chronic conditions, and health disparities.

Table 1: Summary of Common Payment Reform Approaches and Examples

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target Area</th>
<th>Rationale for States to Focus on This Area</th>
<th>State Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Total Cost of Care and Patient Affordability | • Total health spending in 2017 was 17.9% of the U.S. gross domestic product.22  
• The average non-elderly U.S. family spends 11% of their yearly income ($8,200) on health care.23  
• Public concern about affordability of care drives health care cost discussions. | • The Massachusetts Health Policy Commission sets a health care spending growth benchmark each year and evaluates whether or not the state has met it. It also provides policy recommendations and monitors payer and provider performance.19  
• Nationally, many new ACO and bundled payment models require providers to take on financial risk based on quality and total cost of care. |
| Chronic Condition Management            | • Chronic condition management accounts for over 80% of Medicaid expenditures, even though adults with chronic conditions make up about 40% of Medicaid enrollees.24  
• Suboptimal care management for beneficiaries with chronic conditions leads to costly but preventable complications. | • Currently, 29 states operate Patient-Centered Medical Homes (PCMHs) through Medicaid, and 30 states operate or plan to implement Health Homes, which coordinate behavioral health and address social risk factors for patients with specific chronic conditions, in addition to primary care.25  
• Fourteen states have active Medicaid ACO programs, and, as of 2018, 10 more states were pursuing them.21,26,27 |
| Pregnancy and Maternity Care            | • Medicaid financed 43% of all births in the U.S. in 2017.28  
• The U.S. has high rates of premature birth and worsening outcomes overall, disproportionately affecting minority populations.29,30 | • Ohio and Tennessee operate maternity bundles, which cover pregnancy, delivery, and the postpartum period, and link payment to performance.31  
• California’s Maternal Quality Care Collaborative provides resources and learning opportunities for health systems to improve maternal outcomes and helped cut the state’s maternal mortality rate in half over 10 years.32 |
<p>| Specialized Care                         | • While the vast majority of APMs focus on primary care, almost two-thirds of doctor visits and most U.S. medical spending involves specialty care.33,34 | • Ohio’s and Tennessee’s episodes of care also include specialty care services such as cancer, joint pain, and cardiac procedures. Most of these episodes are currently tied to financial incentives.35,36 |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target Area</th>
<th>Rationale for States to Focus on This Area</th>
<th>State Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Integrating Behavioral and Physical Health| - Patients with behavioral health conditions account for almost half of Medicaid spending nationwide, and care can be improved by integrating physical and behavioral health.  
(37) | - Vermont’s statewide ACO is focusing on engaging high-risk patients and connecting them to behavioral health and substance abuse treatment.  
(38)  
- Maine established Medicaid behavioral health homes, which offer providers additional monthly payments and practice transformation support and connect them to the state's Health Information Exchange (HIE) for data regarding patients’ physical health, ED visits, and hospitalizations.  
(39) |
| Substance Use Disorder                   | - Between 21 and 29% of patients prescribed opioids for pain misuse them.  
(40)  
- Illicit drugs and prescription opioids caused 70,200 overdose deaths in 2017.  
(41) | - Iowa provides expanded access to medication-assisted treatment for substance use disorders, in partnership with the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration (SAMHSA), which has led to a threefold reduction in the use of alcohol or illegal substances among participants who complete the program.  
(42) |
| Prescription Drugs and Innovative Therapies| - Drug spending increased by 12.6% in 2014 due to coverage expansions and the introduction of hepatitis C drugs.  
(43)  
- Expensive gene and cell therapies with substantial potential to improve outcomes for Medicaid beneficiaries will soon come on the market.  
(44) | - Oklahoma, Michigan, Colorado are implementing or exploring outcomes-based payment models for drugs, while Louisiana and Washington are implementing modified subscription models in which the state pays much lower prices for certain drugs (e.g. hepatitis C treatment) after expenditures exceed a set cap.  
(45, 46) |
| Social Factors that Drive Poor Health Outcomes| - Social, behavioral, and environmental factors account for at least 50% of health outcomes.  
(47-49)  
- Medicaid patients are more likely to experience high-stress environments, housing instability, food insecurity, and poverty.  
(50) | - Washington State has established nine Accountable Communities of Health (ACHs) to integrate community services, social services, and public health.  
(18)  
- North Carolina has been approved to launch Healthy Opportunities pilots in housing, food, transportation, and interpersonal safety.  
(51)  
- Minnesota, New York, and California have introduced programs aiming to better integrate social drivers of poor health.  
(20, 52) |
In considering the scale of payment reforms, states have to decide where to focus their efforts. Most states start with Medicaid, since the control they have over the program can help create momentum for payment and delivery reform initiatives directly or through MCOs, which cover 70% of all enrollees nationwide and even higher proportions in larger and more urban states.53*

However, Medicaid comprises only a limited part of most states’ broader health care systems, driving many states to take on multipayer initiatives that impact care and costs. So far, these take one of three forms. First, state-led organizations like the Massachusetts Health Policy Commission build a policy agenda focused on value by analyzing state-level data across payers, identifying cost drivers and making policy recommendations. Second, statewide payment reform efforts, like PCMHs in Arkansas and bundles in Tennessee, use the regulatory and convening power of the state, along with advisory committees comprising a range of stakeholders, to build consensus-driven initiatives. Finally, regional or state-level nonprofit entities outside of state government can lead a variety of efforts to align models or provide technical assistance. These entities are often run by providers but involve state officials and other key stakeholders. Examples include the Bree Collaborative in Washington State, the Iowa Health Collaborative, and other regional purchaser coalitions.54,55

Regardless of how a state decides to pursue value-based payment initiatives, the focus, scale, and scope of these efforts depends on securing long-term commitment and sustainable resources to implement them. Given tight budgets, many states use existing agency structures and authorities. Others establish statewide commissions or multipayer or multi-stakeholder organizations. Larger initiatives with substantial dedicated staff and resources often require enabling legislation and specific appropriations. For major Medicaid reforms, states also can get federal support through Medicaid waivers, with enhanced federal contributions for efforts like improving information technology.

However, more support and guidance from the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) is needed to ensure states can confidently develop and enact new reforms. Constructing and obtaining approval for Medicaid waivers remains difficult, even with assistance from outside organizations, and additional effort is needed to ensure state reforms align with national efforts. The Center for Medicare & Medicaid Innovation is considering how to improve state alignment with its reforms, and CMS could go further by developing tools and resources to track care quality and population health outcomes, create model Medicaid waivers for promising payment reforms, and provide additional resources for states to join multipayer reforms that could help produce best practices for accelerating progress. Figure 1 outlines critical steps for leadership at both the state and federal level to facilitate state-level payment reform initiatives.

* Direct state management of Medicaid benefits occurs in smaller states with more rural populations, and most states manage benefits directly for certain higher-risk populations (e.g., individuals with severe mental illness or disabilities). States contract with MCOs in part to ensure predictability about total Medicaid costs, which in turn has made them critical players in implementing a wide range of value-based initiatives.
Figure 1: Recommendations for Leadership and Governance

**State Leaders**
- Develop a strategy for payment and delivery reform based on specific, targeted priorities; an analysis of state capacity; and stakeholder input. This strategy should be coupled with external communications that engage stakeholders and the public.
- Identify specific governance structures and supports for new reforms, generally starting small and scaling up, unless momentum already exists for more aggressive initiatives.

**State Agencies and Political Leadership**
- Carry out environmental assessments to identify key cost and quality improvement opportunities in the state.

**Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services**
- Provide further guidance and resources to support states in identifying and tracking priorities, applying for waivers, and implementing multipayer models.

📍 **Data and Analytics: Benchmarking, Improving Care, and Measuring Performance**

Value-based reforms require timely data that helps providers and patients identify steps to improve care and measure performance. Success depends on a much more connected health care system with better access to data—ranging from medication lists to lab results to hospital discharge summaries to social drivers of health—as well as analytics that can help turn raw data into actionable information at the point of care. In short, payment reforms will not advance without corresponding progress in building a data and analytics infrastructure to support them.

**Data Sharing**
As outlined in Table 2, states have often started with a limited set of data sharing and management activities to support short-term progress, building a foundation to add more capabilities later. Many states have started by focusing on insurance claims data, as reliable and timely insurance claims information is a critical base for understanding variations in utilization and its impact on total cost of care and health outcomes. However, standardizing claims data elements, facilitating claims reporting, and aggregating across multiple health plans can be challenging. Claims information is generally not available in real time to support patient care decisions and does not contain all the information needed to support value-based reforms. But since claims data is often the best providers can get, the Office of the National Coordinator for Health Information Technology and CMS are creating requirements for payers to share claims data with patients, with collaborators like Humana, Anthem, and Apple helping to implement them. States can leverage
these efforts to promote rapid and consistent bulk claims data sharing using web-based Fast Healthcare Interoperability Resources (FHIR) technologies, created by private developers in 2012, that enable the standardized exchange of healthcare information, and which will be used in North Carolina to assess social risk factors in Medicaid beneficiaries.57,58

**Table 2: Key Focus Areas for Data Sharing Initiatives**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key Data Type</th>
<th>Goals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bulk Claims Data</td>
<td>Ensure more rapid, aligned, and consistent claims data sharing using Fast Healthcare Interoperability Resources (FHIR) standards.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Admission, Discharge, and Transfer (ADT) Feeds</td>
<td>Compile real-time information to help manage care of people in the hospital or emergency department (ED), assist with transitions, lower total cost of care, and identify patients needing additional at-home preventive services.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical Data</td>
<td>Aggregate and centralize critical information like lab results; lists of medications, injuries, illnesses or other adverse health factors; and clinical test results.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Drivers</td>
<td>Generate sharable data on key risk factors to facilitate referrals to community organizations and help providers account for critical non-medical factors impacting patients’ health.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To facilitate access to consistent data beyond claims for provider feedback and performance measurement, states have developed a variety of regional and statewide health information exchanges (HIEs), which can increase access to daily admission, discharge, and transfer (ADT) feeds. ADT information is critical for providers and health systems taking on accountability for overall costs and outcomes—for example, it allows them to know when their patients are admitted to or discharged from a hospital or ED. The Kansas HIE, or Kansas Health Information Network, provides ADT feeds to Kansas ACOs, helping them lower ED visits, inpatient admissions, and total cost of care, while increasing preventive screenings.59,60 HIEs also can enable sharing of key clinical information, including laboratory results, medication lists, and lists of injuries, illnesses or other adverse health factors. As an alternative to accessing patient data through state-based HIEs, many providers, sometimes with states’ encouragement, are working with the private sector. One example is PatientPing, a technology company focused on care coordination that shares real-time information between hospital and community providers in North Carolina.61

States advancing reforms to address social drivers of health are concurrently developing infrastructure to share key data to more readily address risk factors. For example, North Carolina’s NCCARE360 platform aims to link community-based entities and resources with 12 specific screening data elements related to the
social drivers that the state’s Healthy Opportunities pilot will address, including transportation difficulties, food insecurity, housing insecurity, and risk of interpersonal violence. Data sharing will make it easier for health providers to make referrals to community-based organizations for needed services and to understand whether patients were able to access the referred services.44

Many states are linking and sharing eligibility determinations across social service programs to better support value-based care reforms and the full range of enrollees’ needs. Georgia and Rhode Island recently launched systems that facilitate applications for up to six social service programs simultaneously after significant effort to align staff, policies, processes, and develop an IT governance structure.63 Efforts such as linking criminal justice and incarceration records to health records can help providers more accurately address the complex needs of formerly incarcerated individuals, who have significantly higher rates of chronic conditions and behavioral health issues than the general population.54 Linking records can also ensure these individuals are signed up for complementary programs like the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP). States are also integrating behavioral health and substance abuse data, helping providers account for both the physical and mental health needs of their patients.65

In an effort to provide key data on health outcomes, states like Minnesota are beginning to promote the use of patient-reported outcomes (PROs) to help measure overall care quality in value-based care arrangements.66 Most states also have made significant progress in integrating functional status measures into eligibility determinations for long-term services and supports, with states using three different tools each, on average.67 However, more work is needed to make these types of data reliably and securely available for value-based payment models, especially for chronic disease management and patients with serious illnesses.

Key Data Elements

While data sharing is a foundational way to use a state’s convening and regulatory power to advance value-based reforms, states also can promote development of better data analytics and consistent measures. State data agencies may start by identifying the most important “use cases”—the data analytics most needed to improve care. Candidate use cases may come from states answering key questions in the following areas:

• **Cost and quality measures and benchmarks:** What are the key, meaningful performance metrics and the necessary data elements needed to analyze cost and quality and inform actionable payment and delivery reform? What necessary provider supports must be in place to enable efficient aggregation, analysis, and sharing of actionable information? For example, Minnesota compiles risk-adjusted total cost of care for all enrollees in state health care programs attributed to providers, using the results to help make population-based payments for new models.68 Consistent quality measures help providers understand how they are performing and assess opportunities for improvement.
• **Patient management tools:** What analytics will best help meet patients’ needs? Are providers able to identify the vendors or systems that provide these tools? Are states promoting access to the key data elements needed for these digital health tools to succeed?

• **Interim performance monitoring:** How can states evaluate their own programs and support more effective ongoing evaluation of programs implemented by MCOs and other payers in the state? What metrics can serve as key performance indicators, allowing for mid-course corrections based on iterative feedback? How can states learn from similar efforts elsewhere while accounting for the factors that make their health care system unique?

Data and analytics initiatives should be guided by local priorities and frontline stakeholders to incorporate real-world experience and better understand data-sharing needs, opportunities for performance feedback, and data pain points. Smaller provider organizations and individual practices, which may lack the finances required to invest in expensive new data technology, are likely to need more assistance. Private-sector collaborations can help provide the necessary tools. Organizations like Aledade, Caravan, CityBlock, and other companies collaborate with MCOs and accountable providers, often with state encouragement, to provide technology and data analytics that help providers interpret available data to manage patients successfully in value-based models. States can support these collaborations by helping ensure key data are reliably available and promoting the use of consistent and meaningful performance measures to help providers identify the most effective analytic supports.

**Figure 2** offers recommendations for states to scope new data initiatives, with a particular focus on ensuring long-term consistency and support across the health care system.

**Figure 2: Recommendations for Data Sharing and Analytics**

To build a data system that can deliver timely, useful data to practitioners that drives high performance in new value-based payment models, state data agencies should:

- Use a foundation of claims data and take advantage of federal efforts to promote rapid and consistent bulk claims data sharing using Fast Healthcare Interoperability Resources (FHIR) standards.
- Expand to include admission, discharge, and transfer (ADT) feeds, clinical data, social risk factors, and patient-reported outcomes (PROs).
- Identify key use cases based on payment reform goals to spur progress and inform long-term investment in data analytics to improve care.
Payment Reform Implementation and Alignment

Model Components

States are implementing a variety of payment and delivery reforms, either directly or through guidance and contracting with Medicaid MCOs. The variety of available payment models makes it possible for states to start with any approach that would be effective for their local context and align with reform goals (as shown in Table 3). Many state efforts start by strengthening support for PCMHs and health homes, as these models provide additional resources for team-based and coordinated approaches in exchange for increased accountability to improve outcomes around chronic disease management. ACO reforms are also popular, often in conjunction with primary care reforms, as they create accountability for population health and total cost of care. Episode-based models support reforms in more specialized areas of care, including pregnancy and maternity care, substance abuse disorder prevention, and management of more advanced diseases.

New payment models provide the basis for providers to think about how to design a multidisciplinary, well-coordinated care team that can meet a wide range of patient needs. While initial PCMH initiatives have shown limited impacts on cost, more substantial impacts have been possible when stronger support for primary care is linked to accountability for total costs of care and outcomes. New CMS initiatives will help strengthen primary care nationally, if states can act to leverage them, and a wide range of states are also accelerating their own primary care transformation efforts. States are also augmenting primary care initiatives with payment models that make it easier for providers to address rising health disparities and obstacles to care.

Table 3: Summary of common payment reform approaches and examples

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Payment Model</th>
<th>Goal and Approach</th>
<th>Types of States that Should Consider this Model</th>
<th>Examples, Impact, and Evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Patient Centered Medical Homes (PCMH)/Health Homes | PCMHs aim to improve care coordination and reduce utilization by paying a monthly care coordination fee to primary care providers (PCPs). Health Homes go further by integrating behavioral health and addressing social risk factors. | States just beginning payment reform, especially for PCMH models, since enhanced primary care is often the foundation of broader payment reform efforts. Regular care coordination payments allow PCPs to transition slowly towards increased accountability for care and to start building the capacity to take on risk. | • Arkansas has used PCMHs in Medicaid that reward team-based care and promote early intervention to reduce complications and health care costs. In 2016, 80% of the state’s Medicaid beneficiaries were enrolled in PCMHs.  
• Health homes have improved care coordination and reduced emergency department usage. Overall, they have helped organizations build needed competencies for further value-based care efforts. |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Payment Model</th>
<th>Goal and Approach</th>
<th>Types of States that Should Consider this Model</th>
<th>Examples, Impact, and Evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Accountable Care Organizations    | Improve care coordination and delivery by holding providers and delivery systems financially accountable for the health of the patient populations they serve. | States with a high penetration of ACOs from other payers (Medicare or commercial payers). Any state can establish a Medicaid-only ACO, but all-payer options may be more difficult in highly populated, diverse states with multiple competing payers. | • Massachusetts has multiple two-sided risk ACO programs that include community partners for social services.\(^76\,76\)  
• North Carolina is attempting to align its Medicaid ACO model with federal and commercial models.  
• Vermont established a single, all-payer, statewide ACO. The state is responsible for setting rates, reviewing and advising participants, and tracking financial benchmarks.\(^77\,78\) |
| Bundled Episode Payments          | State-specific, singular payment for all services and other associated costs for a procedure or condition. | States interested in multipayer models with providers comfortable moving to downside risk. | • Tennessee has 48 total bundled payment arrangements, which include payments for all inpatient and outpatient services. However, it has paused expansion of its program due to stakeholder concerns about transparency, accuracy, and fairness.\(^36\,79\)  
• Since 2015, Ohio has designed and implemented 43 episodes (9 with financial incentives), that encompass surgical procedures and chronic conditions.\(^35\) |
Because social factors are particularly important influences on health and spending in Medicaid and other state programs, an increasing number of states are integrating steps to address them in their value-based care reforms. **North Carolina** is the first state to receive approval for directing payments toward proximate social drivers of poor health via a Medicaid waiver. Other states have sought more flexibility for managed care plans and other accountable entities to support and pay for social services “in lieu of” what they expect to be more costly medical services. **Washington State** has established nine Accountable Communities of Health (ACHs) that assess community needs for their specific region, such as housing stability or food security. **Minnesota** launched the next generation of its Integrated Health Partnerships with an enhanced emphasis on addressing social drivers of health, requiring formal partnerships with organizations like food banks or housing support services and adding a population-based payment model. **California’s** new Medicaid waiver also focuses on support services, emphasizing housing navigation, recuperative care, and respite care, with extra payments to drive plans and providers to invest in developing the capabilities to provide them.

**Mechanisms for Driving Alignment of Payment Model Components and Performance Measures**

States are taking a variety of steps to work with MCOs and providers to advance value-based payment models and align the components and measures contained within them. These first steps center on providing MCOs the necessary flexibility to implement new reforms, given the time it will take for them to show significant effects. Most states are implementing longer-term contracts (3-5 years), supporting key data sharing beyond claims, and placing more weight on value-based performance measures in determining plan payments.

Some states are prescriptive in requiring specific types of payment reforms and may settle on an acceptable approach through conversations with participating plans across the state. Another option is to set general goals for payment model adoption by requiring MCOs to move an increasing share of payments into APMs, based on the payment reform framework developed by the Health Care Payment Learning and Action Network (LAN).

The more important question, though, will be the level of specificity regarding payment reform design that states provide to MCOs in their contracts. In general, more specificity can facilitate larger-scale, systematic change that reduces administrative burden for providers. However, MCOs can view additional requirements as impeding and adding costs to their own value-based reforms. Measurement requirements also can impact providers. Large numbers of conflicting quality measures, along with varying technical components of payment models (e.g., benchmarks, risk adjustments, and attribution methods), often complicate clinicians’ ability to assess, report, and improve upon performance—especially in smaller provider organizations with more limited resources.

To improve implementation and minimize provider burden, thereby reducing provider resistance to adopting new payment models, states should encourage alignment of quality measures and the technical components of payment models where feasible. States that want to ensure some flexibility for MCOs could require them
to report on a universal set of plan-level performance measures, but allow MCOs to adopt somewhat different performance measures for specific providers if necessary. Greater alignment among payers and among different payment models will make data collection from providers easier and focus attention on common outcomes to improve.

Measure alignment is difficult, given stakeholders’ differing viewpoints on the most useful and the best quality indicators. States could start by adopting a small set of meaningful consensus measures that closely relate to their reform priorities, e.g., a consistent measure of affordability and total costs of care and key outcome-oriented measures for priority conditions like maternity outcomes or substance use disorder management. These consistent measures could be aggregated to track statewide progress and provide a foundation for aligned payment reforms across payers. If aligned measures can show early progress, they can help create momentum for further change.

Another barrier to payment reform efforts is that many state payment reform models focus on granular and process-driven measures that only capture specific elements of clinical quality. For example, many state payment models have relied on existing health plan measures, like the Health Effectiveness Data and Information Set (HEDIS), which states already used to assess and contract with MCOs. Medicaid payment reform efforts are not unique in using these health plan measures; many other payers use them as well.88 However, moving beyond traditional process and claims-based measures will be critical for progress in value-based care. In the short term, states can advance measures through the framework identified in a 2016 Health Care Payment LAN white paper on performance measurement, which called for broader, outcomes-based metrics for better health, better care, and lower costs.89 Example measures include total cost of care, life expectancy at birth, and appropriate and equitable care. While many of these measures can draw on data sources such as claims and electronic health records, patient-recorded outcomes measures will also provide valuable new sources of information.90 More broadly, successfully moving away from FFS and towards population-based payment will require more system-based and outcomes-oriented measures.

**Benefit Design**

States also can play a role in advancing benefit designs aligned with higher-value care. Because Medicaid beneficiaries have limited out-of-pocket (OOP) payments, benefit reforms related to these payments are best suited for initiatives in the private market, either for state employee health plans or for multipayer collaborations with other employers.

Value-based reference pricing, which is the practice of implementing a maximum price a plan will pay for an episode or set of services, is one approach used by a growing number of states. Instead of traditional deductibles and copayments, these benefit designs offer lower consumer OOP payments for using providers who deliver a set of services at or below a reference price. This encourages consumers to search for lower prices and organizations to lower them; it also encourages price transparency at a more actionable level than FFS price lists. In California, CalPERS began implementing value-based reference pricing in 2011 for procedure episodes like joint replacement and colonoscopies. The plan identified 41 facilities that provided
these procedures at or below reference prices and performed well on available quality metrics. Beneficiaries seeking certain procedures were educated about the reference pricing program through a brochure and website that also listed participating facilities. Studies estimate that the strategy saved CalPERS $2.3 million from 2012-2014, and also saved an additional $4.5 million systemwide in spillover effects from lower overall prices.91,92

This type of reference pricing for high-value care differs from FFS reference pricing, which pins all FFS prices for health care services to a specific price (often a percentage of Medicare rates). Some states have pursued the FFS reference approach through their state employee health plans with varying results. For example, Montana set payments for hospital services at an average of 234% of Medicare rates, saving an estimated $16 million in 2018.93 In 2019, the North Carolina State Treasurer attempted to implement a similar model by setting rates at an average of 182% of Medicare, but faced substantial stakeholder pushback on rate setting and withdrew the proposal.94 Medicare reference pricing can be a useful negotiation tool for states, but FFS price reductions ultimately do not directly encourage value-based reforms in care or encourage the type of care transformation necessary for long-term improvements in outcomes and quality.

States considering implementing the CalPERS type of value-based reference pricing have a variety of areas to target, much like in Medicaid initiatives. Reference pricing works best when it targets common procedures or conditions that have high variation in total spending. It further requires attention to measuring quality, so that patients and their referring providers have confidence that low spending does not mean low quality. Finally, it requires a sufficient number of providers for that particular procedure or condition to encourage competition.95

Similar efforts are taking place in the private sector and have the potential for synergy with state-led efforts. Walmart’s Centers of Excellence program and its new partnership with Embold Health use this approach to steer employees toward high-value providers identified through cost and quality metrics for particular types of care.96 Initiatives like this not only help reduce costs, but also make overall costs more predictable for patients.

These efforts also can have secondary effects on price transparency that can improve competition in a state’s health care market and accelerate adoption of value-based payment reforms. Implementing value-based reference pricing encourages providers and patients to focus on episode-based costs that span the full course of treatment, rather than individual services. Providing insight into cost and quality metrics for common episodes of care can help clinicians and health care organizations better understand how they are performing and may give them more reason to participate in payment reforms. Plans will also be better equipped to offer new benefits that allow enrollees to save money by using the highest-value providers.

Figure 3 outlines the range of ways in which states should address new payment model implementation.
Figure 3: Recommendations for Payment Model Components and Alignment

State Leaders
Consider the following key factors when deciding upon payment models to pursue:
• Model feasibility given the characteristics of the state health care market and the broader political landscape;
• The condition and care delivery areas to target, as some will be more successful at addressing primary or specialized care;
• Potential pilot areas with a feasible scope and potential for scaling up;
• Whether reforms will focus solely on the Medicaid program or extend more broadly to the private market.

Consider efforts to implement high-value reference pricing to encourage new benefit designs that steer consumers toward high-quality care.

State Agencies
Prioritize aligning measures and model components to the extent possible when implementing payment models to allow providers to focus on consistent outcomes and reduce administrative burden.

Supporting Policies: Market Competition, Workforce, and Evidence for Collective Learning
While payment reform is necessary for sustaining new models of care and new innovations that improve outcomes and lower costs, it alone is not sufficient to transform health care. A range of supporting policies are needed to build an evidence base for how reforms are working and build an appropriate workforce for high-value care, as well as to promote market competition. States have multiple levers to accomplish these aims, and successful states have implemented a portfolio of complementary strategies (Figure 4).
Figure 4: Supporting Policies for Payment Reform

Given their unique challenges and capabilities, states should consider multiple supporting policies to encourage payment reform and implementation. These could include:

- **Evaluation strategies and learning networks to analyze and assess results, provide technical assistance, and share successful implementation strategies.**
- **Regulatory reforms to ensure a competitive health care market.**
- **Strategies that identify workforce gaps and needed investments to ensure the necessary workforce to carry out payment reforms.**

**Evaluation and Collective Learning**

Evaluation and analysis are critical but often neglected parts of the payment reform process. There is limited evidence of what is working well in state payment reform and why, making it more difficult for other states to leverage lessons learned as they design and implement their own payment reforms.97

The lack of comprehensive, generalizable evidence is not due to lack of interest. States want to know what is or is not working. However, devoting the resources to conduct formal evaluations with clear comparison groups, extensive data, and rigorous methods is not possible for many states. Moreover, formal evaluations may not produce relevant feedback, as the decision cycles of state officials require different types of evidence and more flexible methodologies than traditional, academic analyses.

First, states will need to identify what success in payment reform looks like. Key questions to consider include what they hope programs will accomplish, what information they will require to demonstrate success, and by when they will need to see results. States wanting to show a small amount of success quickly could use rapid-cycle feedback to provide preliminary insights into whether reforms are achieving their goals on a particular timeline, helping build momentum to push forward.98

Once evaluation results are released, learning collaboratives offer a way to bring together key stakeholders to review results, develop action plans, and identify resources necessary for improvement. These collaboratives should be a natural outflow of the longitudinal, collaborative relationships states have built with stakeholders from the start of their reform efforts.

**Promoting a Competitive Health Care Market**

Substantial consolidation among payers, hospitals, health systems, and other health care organizations can jeopardize the success of value-based models, leading to increased prices that outweigh the cost savings from payment reforms. All states have regulatory authority to supervise mergers and shape the market
structure of their health care system, but take different steps to carry this out. Inconclusive or limited evidence for each approach means there is no “best” practice for antitrust policy; the right policy will depend on what a state wants to prioritize, e.g., total cost of care, outcomes, etc.

One approach is to establish mechanisms for supervising mergers. Some states, such as Massachusetts, give this authority to statewide commissions, while others like New Hampshire monitor mergers through broader agency oversight. In Massachusetts, hospital systems Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center and Lahey Health proposed a merger that was investigated by the state’s Health Policy Commission and approved in 2018 with several conditions. These included a seven-year price cap mandating that price increases remain under the state’s annual cost growth benchmark of 3.1% for seven years, preventing more than $1 billion of cost increases. The conditions also required participation in the state’s Medicaid and CHIP programs, and $71.6 million in investments for low-income and underserved communities.

Some states also have tried to enforce antitrust law through initiatives like Certificates of Public Advantage (COPA) and Certificates of Need (CON). COPAs require health care systems to make commitments to public benefit investments and cost growth control in return for approval to merge and are often pitched as a “second-best alternative” in markets that can’t sustain competition (which often are small or rural areas). The most successful COPA efforts at the state level have included hefty population health requirements, stringent terms for the merger, and a “survival provision” in which price caps and other protections are extended, even if the COPA is terminated.

CON laws place limits on the numbers of health care facilities or medical devices that can exist in a given area to prevent oversupply. Health care systems wishing to build or expand these services must demonstrate the need to the state. Currently, 36 states operate some form of CON programs. The challenge is finding the right regulatory balance. Restrictive entry can give established hospitals an advantage, which may limit new entrants looking to deliver services in outpatient settings at a lower cost. Conversely, repealing CON laws could allow markets to grow unsustainably. In Florida, a move to completely eliminate the state’s existing CON law was revised and only repealed some portions after nursing home providers argued the experiences of other states showed a lack of regulation would cause too many facilities to enter the market, leaving empty beds and limiting profits.

**Meeting Workforce Needs**
States will need a diverse and skilled care team to succeed in any payment reform model, as many require attention to more aspects of patients’ needs. There are two ways states can ensure the participation of the necessary workforce. First, addressing scope of practice laws can allow nurse practitioners, physician assistants, nurses, and pharmacists to fill gaps that physicians struggle to fill, especially in rural areas. According to the Health Resources & Services Administration, as of December 2019 nearly 78 million Americans live in areas with shortages of primary care providers and 114 million Americans live in areas lacking mental health providers. Additionally, there are only 68 primary care physicians per 100,000 people in rural areas compared with 84 primary care physicians per 100,000 people in urban areas. By allowing
health care professionals to practice to the full scope of their license, these individuals should be more able to carry out new payment reforms, especially in underserved areas. Community health workers have proven valuable in improving health outcomes, reducing health care costs, and addressing health disparities—all of which are key in payment reform.\textsuperscript{109} States could also work with outside organizations or partner with universities and provider groups to invest in training programs.

**Conclusion**

States have unique opportunities to drive health care transformation in Medicaid and system-wide using a variety of payment reforms to make care more affordable. Naturally, strategies will need to be tailored to the needs and capabilities of each state. However, common elements outlined throughout this roadmap demonstrate the multiple ways states can share learnings and spread best practices. The importance of engaging leadership and stakeholders across the health care landscape, selecting viable models with aligned components, creating a robust IT system, and enacting supporting policies to build a sound health care market will be critical regardless of which path a state pursues. Initiatives can also build on or complement national efforts discussed in our companion roadmap, “A Roadmap to Accelerate National Value-Based Payment Reform: Filling in the Missing Pieces.”

There is no one factor that can make or break a state’s move to value-based care, but there is growing evidence that a set of steps in reinforcing areas—that is, data and analytics, aligned implementation of payment reforms and performance measures, and support of policies to promote value—can help states and health care markets reach a “critical mass” of value-based care and payment reform initiatives, leading to substantial impact on health outcomes and reductions in the cost of care.
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